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Spiral intercepting the Threshold Spiral and as a result, the birthing of the Rainbow
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activation of the Threshold grids here. There has been something recently that has occurred,

going into the Threshold technologies. The The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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Threshold technologies have the ability to interface with something called the

in terms of Threshold- the Threshold grids are being plugged into the time-rip
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we took the Threshold Tower Cluster here and turned it 2!3 into bend-

the power of Threshold to 1 f3 What they are trying to do is
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line with the Threshold bendback of the 2/3 bend-back of the Tower-
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been calling the Threshold-? Tower Cluster. This was meant to interface with our Arc-
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these are the Threshold complexes. There is bunches of these going with every Arc

on 2/3 Threshold, which creates ... there"s still, there will always be a
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on the full Threshold thrust, using the Triangulation from the Bourgha Matrix. At this
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involved with the Threshold and the BeaST and all of that combine to form
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are plugging the Threshold as well as their regular metatronic set The Shamballah is
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are running the threshold spiral. So if you feel those currents, just move away

running from the threshold hibernation zones. So you will be very safe and protected
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those in the threshold fields that can pick your mind and create themselves in
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plugged into the Threshold System-the Threshold Fall System-because this particular group
are

Threshold System-the Threshold Fall System-because this particular group are trying to hijack

are working the Threshold and Wesedrak and Bourgha agenda are not happy with us
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part of the Threshold activations that progressively run as well because Threshold is
continuing

as well because Threshold is continuing its one third activation. But at least 2!

of the falling Threshold grids have been turned back around and are being used

been receiving the Threshold signals. As we run more of the Krystal River frequencies,
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grids from the Threshold cycling with a little help from the E-Umbic races,
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FOL, then the Threshold side decided to make a play. And they were going

middle of their Threshold spiral running the grids, but we got it, but if
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still can"t amplify Threshold enough to take the rest of it down into full
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frequencies that these Threshold grids-now that they are connecting into theEUmbic Time
Rips-
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take and activate Threshold and plug it into their time rip technology and take

a hold of Threshold and use it to absorb this matrix, that 2/3
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mutations in case Threshold was activated, which would rapidly cause, even Angelic Humans
and
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go directly after Threshold. We went through a major thing right before 12 Tribes
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going to do Threshold map later. Yeah, we could put that up now and

a cluster of Threshold Towers that were intended to get control of this cluster
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a set of Threshold Glass Towers, all right, that run a set of6 outer

part of the Threshold run, the reversed matrix run tower set that were meant

towers activated on Threshold so they couldn"t take the whole thing connected into the

they"re taking the Threshold reverse currents, reversing them back and turning into them a

There"s still1/3 Threshold reversed current running from the Bourgha matrix through the
Time

ride on this Threshold grid configuration, that is the life or death of Shala-
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interface through this Threshold Matrix in order to connect the rip up into, you
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activation of the Threshold grids-the Threshold Metatronic Grids on this planet. That has

Threshold grids-the Threshold Metatronic Grids on this planet. That has made it so
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taken in to Threshold and down into Wesedrak and Bourgha Fall, it will not
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getting caught in Threshold. It is a very sacred process and it is an

get stuck in Threshold. [graph] We have shown a bit about Elemental Command.
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part of the Threshold machine mess. These layers would normally give this is why
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being run by Threshold and the BeaST machines that is literally creating a harness
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BeaST and the Threshold machine. So, this is part of the mutation on this
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are running the threshold spiral. So if you feel those currents, just move away

running from the threshold hibernation zones. So you will be very safe and protected
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those in the threshold fields that can pick your mind and create themselves in
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going into full Threshold Wesedrak and than Bourgah blackhole fall and assimilation or yes,
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due to the Threshold frequencies and also- not just the Threshold, the Threshold has

not just the Threshold, the Threshold has only been recently started up, but because

the Threshold, the Threshold has only been recently started up, but because of the

BeaST and the Threshold technologies and they have gone pretty far So anyway, these
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in through the Threshold. It wi II use and amplify the cross-back currents

being drawn through Threshold into the Wesedrak and then into Bourgha Matrix. So that
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drama of the Threshold people and that. And that ETA of "light at
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because of the Threshold technologies that we"ve been talking about for about a year
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dragged down by Threshold into one of the other Matrices. And the one that"s

one that"s got Threshold is the Bourgha Matrix. Because of this An-Sha-T
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go back on Threshold. It would turn the bend-back, back around. And it

latching into the Threshold technology that was implanted in this system, and they were
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Matrix into the Threshold apparatus that were here and into Threshold to take over

here and into Threshold to take over the BeaST apparatus that the other guys

the BeaST, through Threshold, by linking the Time-Rip Triangulation through. So, there"s
nothing
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inferior That"s all Threshold pattern. That"s all rubbish. You don"t need that. So we"ll
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and created the Threshold Technologies in order to link the Time-Rip Technologies to
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to take the Threshold-that links the Time-Rip Technology that links to the
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compared to the Threshold Spiral or the Metatronic Spiral that is also called the
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and Metatronicked and Thresholded to the point where Earth itself can"t hold any activation
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harnessed by the Threshold grids, it is not capable of undergoing its core Prana
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hooking into our Threshold Spiral. But what is going to happen instead is they
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whole thing into Threshold. That"s how they are planning to do the Threshold fall,

to do the Threshold fall, to orchestrate it Once we can stop those currents
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chases. They are Threshold chases. And they have actually been used to run Threshold,
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machine and the Threshold machine activations and the black hole technologies and all that
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activation and the Threshold machine activations but this last thing that has occurred with
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machine and the Threshold machine black hole technologies. These are the DNA NET"s and
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beginnings of the Threshold technology started there. Much later after the Fall of Metatron

hybrid technology of Threshold technology from the Bourgha Matrix which is Time-Rip
technology
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beginning of the Threshold technology. They created on Parallel Earth- they took over
Parallel
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technology, you have Threshold technology on Parallel Earth that plugged into what was
called

development of the Threshold technology. So they put in the Threshold what was known

put in the Threshold what was known as the Golden Serpent Grids in Parallel

is why the Threshold technologies, once they were in, could not be removed. You
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a series of Threshold gate systems that were meant for specific reasons of assimilating

enough- was the Threshold technology, cause that brought the Bourgha Matrix into the
game.

but leave the Threshold out of it I" At this point we"re in the



have BeaST and Threshold activating together and we are entering the Last Stand of

heavy duty BeaST-Threshold activations and also heavy duty Kristiac activations taking place
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thrown by the Threshold and Beast machine together. So it is a Kristiac obligation
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grids are the Threshold grids that we have recently, only like last year they

throwing the word Threshold around and connecting it to the Metatronic information we"ve
been

implant system, its Threshold grid systems, but they abandoned it and the Urtha Races

throw with the Threshold and the BeaST machine connected. They were told that if
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and ultimately the Threshold and the big agenda behind those agendas was the Bourgha

they could activate Threshold and plug them all in together and take all of

away leaving their Threshold behind and The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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beginning of using Threshold. They were used to cause the Atlantian and Lemurian
Holocausts

corrupted by the Threshold technologies. So Ruta-15 Earth side fell to the control

technology together, the Threshold technology. During this period this group ofThetans that
worked with
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plugged into the Threshold mechanics from the Tauren- upside down Tauren, the whole
thing
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setting up the Threshold Tower structures that are centered in Tempe that we started

oh no the Threshold is activating" and even the BeaST people-the Metatronic people

happy about the Threshold activating either. So this has been a very convoluted and
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the BeaST and Threshold together so they can could go after Earth and Urtha,
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combination of the Threshold and the BeaST technologies put together and those NET"s split



the BeaST and Threshold technology in order to take Urtha and the whole thing
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BeaST and the Threshold into the grids because they did access the Par-TE"-
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machine and the Threshold technologies combining with their fib-of-no-chi spiral and

in was using Threshold technologies combined with the BeaST ... was reversed. And that

up with the Threshold activations where they had harnessed it during I believe ...

in 2006; the Threshold Towers. So, this progressive mess ... these are the nasty
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the BeaST and Threshold technologies progressively over a long periods of time until they
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mechanics of the Threshold and the BeaST machines and the NET. These are the
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to activate the Threshold set of glass towers we talked about quite a while

do with the Threshold grids that were trying to take over the Arc 7
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a certain electrical threshold must be reached and exceeded. And with that leap, something

and over, the threshold gets lower and lower, making it easier and easier to
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